Découvrez et s'informez
Discover and inform yourself!

On one bicycle: several possible routes

Meet history

Châteaux and fortified towns invite you to step back in time. You will follow a thousand-year-old route, once traveled by Roman legions, merchants and pilgrims.

Discover the secrets of the construction of magnificent castles such as the Castle of Grimaud.

Rencontre l’histoire

Goutez le Sud

Parfums de gentiane et de lavande, le parfum safran d’ fühle des épices, le galanga, la cannelle et le poivre blanc.

Taste the South

Scented withImmortelle and lavandula, the aromatic route creates landscapes rich in history and tradition.

Les Pieds dans l’eau

En solo ou en famille, faites un tour dans l'eau !

Feet in the water

Solo or with the family, there are any happy hour no need and traverse in a simple jump into the wate? Reckless and wild water activities. Crystal clear waters, white dives and wild crowds are all invitations to relaxation, peaceful and shared moments. From Argelès to Montlouis sur Sere, access to the full of the most beautiful beaches of the Mediterranean.